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Abstract

While publish-subscribe systems have good engineering
properties, they are difficult to reason about and to test.
Model checking such systems is an attractive alternative.
However, in practice coming up with an appropriate state
model for a pub-sub system can be a difficult and error-
prone task. In this paper we address this problem by de-
scribing a generic pub-sub model checking framework. The
key feature of this framework is a reusable, parameterized
state machine model that captures pub-sub run-time event
management and dispatch policy. Generation of models for
specific pub-sub systems is then handled by a translation
tool that accepts as input a set of pub-sub component de-
scriptions together with a set of pub-sub properties, and
maps them into the framework where they can be checked
using off-the-shelf model checking tools.

1 Introduction

An increasingly common architectural style for
component-based systems is publish-subscribe (pub-sub).
In this style components “announce” (or “publish”) events,
which may be “listened to” (or “subscribed to”) by other
components. Components can be objects, processes,
servers, applications, tools or other kinds of system run-
time entities. Events may be simple names or complex
structures.

The key feature of such systems is that components do
not know the name, or even the existence, of listeners that
receive events that they announce. The consequent loose
coupling between components in a pub-sub system makes
it relatively easy to add or remove components in a sys-
tem, introduce new events, register new listeners on exist-
ing events, or modify the set of announcers of a given event.

Thus implicit invocation systems support the ability to com-
pose and evolve large and complex software systems out of
independent components [17].

However, there is a downside to pub-sub systems: they
are hard to reason about and to test. In particular, given the
inherent non-determinism in the order of event receipt, de-
lays in event delivery, and variability in the timing of event
announcements, the number of possible system executions
becomes combinatorially large. There have been several
attempts to develop formal foundations for specifying and
reasoning about pub-sub systems [1, 3, 10, 7, 8], and this
area remains a fertile one for formal verification. Unfortu-
nately, existing notations and methods are difficult to use in
practice by non-formalists, and require considerable proof
machinery to carry out.

An attractive alternative to formal reasoning is the use
of model checking. A model checker finds bugs in systems
by exploring all possible execution states of an approximat-
ing finite state model to search for violations of some de-
sired property (often described as a temporal logic formula).
Model checking has had great success in hardware verifica-
tion, and is starting to be used by researchers to find errors
in software systems [5].

While model checking is a powerful technique, one of
the stumbling blocks to using it is the creation of appropri-
ate finite state models for the systems being checked. Since
most software systems are infinite-state, one must first find
suitable abstractions that reduce the system to a finite state
model, without eliminating the class of errors that one wants
to pinpoint.

A related problem is finding a suitablestructurefor the
state model so that properties of interest can be easily ex-
pressed in terms of the state machine, and further, so that
when errors are found, they can be easily related back to the
original system. In general, this abstraction and structuring
process is highly system- and domain-specific: techniques
for deriving models from one class of software system may



be completely inappropriate for another. This means that
the person creating a model often has to develop a new set
of structures from scratch for each system.

One step towards improving this situation would be to
provide generic structured models for certain classes of sys-
tems that can be easily tailored to the needs of a particular
system within class. In this paper we do just that for pub-
sub systems. The key idea is to provide a generic, parame-
terized pub-sub model-checking framework that factors the
problem into two parts: (a) reusable model components that
capture run-time event management and dispatch, and (b)
components that are specific to the pub-sub application be-
ing modeled.

Since much of the complexity of modeling pub-sub sys-
tems is in the run-time event mechanisms, the cost of build-
ing a checkable model is greatly reduced. For example,
within our framework event delivery policy becomes a plug-
gable element in the framework, with a variety of pre-
packaged policies that can be used “off-the-shelf.” To fur-
ther reduce costs of using a model checker, we also pro-
vide a tool that translates pub-sub application component
descriptions (specified in an XML-like input language) and
properties into the a lower-level form where they can be
checked using standard model checking tools.

2 Related Work

Publish-subscribe systems have received considerable
attention in commercial products and standards (e.g., [20,
18]), as well as academic research systems (e.g., [4, 19]).
Most of these efforts have focused on the problem of con-
structing systems that exhibit desirable run time qualities,
such as scalability, efficiency, adaptability, and security,
rather than the problem of reasoning about the correctness
of such systems, as in this paper.

There has been some foundational research on formal
reasoning for pub-sub systems [1, 3, 10, 7, 8]. While these
efforts provide a formal vehicle for reasoning about pub-sub
systems, at present they require an expert in formal speci-
fication and theorem proving to use them effectively. Our
research builds on those underpinnings, but aims to make
reasoning more accessible by leveraging automated prop-
erty checking afforded by today’s model checkers.

Model checking of software systems is an extremely ac-
tive area of research at present. Like our research, much of
this effort aims to make model checking easy for practition-
ers to use, for example by allowing the input language to be
a standard programming language (e.g., [14, 11]), and by
providing higher-level languages for specifying properties
to check (e.g., [6]). However, to the best of our knowledge,
none of these efforts has focused on exploiting the regular-
ities of a particular component integration architecture, as
we do for publish-subscribe systems.

Finally, there have been several previous efforts at pro-
viding formal, checkable models for software architectures.
Some of these even use model checkers (e.g., [2, 12]) to
check properties of event-based systems. However, none
has been tailored to the specific needs of pub-sub systems
development.

3 Modeling Pub-Sub Systems

How should one go about modeling a pub-sub system as
a checkable finite state model? Answering this question is
difficult in general because pub-sub systems vary consider-
ably in the way they are designed. Although all share the
basic principals of loose component coupling and commu-
nication via multi-cast events, specific details differ from
system to system [15]. However, a typical system can gen-
erally be described as consisting of the following structural
elements:

• Components:Components encapsulate data and func-
tionality, and are accessible via well-defined inter-
faces. Interface “methods” are invoked by the pub-sub
run-time system as a consequence of event announce-
ments, and each method invocation may result in more
events being announced in the system.

• Event types:The types of events indicate what can be
announced in the system. Events may have substruc-
ture including a name, parameters, and other attributes
such as event priorities, timestamps, etc. In some sys-
tems, event types are fixed; in others they can be user-
specified.

• Shared variables:In addition to event announcement,
most event systems support some form of shared vari-
ables. For example, in an object-oriented implementa-
tion, the methods of a class would have access to the
local shared variables of that class.

• Event bindings: Bindings define the correspondence
between events and components’ methods that are to
be invoked in response to announcing these events.

• Event delivery policy: Delivery policy defines the
rules for event announcement and delivery. From an
implementation point of view, policies are typically
encoded in an event dispatcher, a special run-time
component that brokers events between other compo-
nents in the system according to the event bindings.
Event delivery policy dictates such factors as event de-
livery order (whether or not to deliver events in the or-
der announced), whether events can be lost, the ability
to deliver events to recipients in parallel, use of priori-
ties, etc.

• Concurrency model: The concurrency model deter-
mines which parts are assigned separate threads of
control (e.g., one for the whole system, one for each
component, or one for each method).
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Given this architectural structure, there are two main
stumbling blocks to creating a state model for an pub-sub
system that is suitable for model checking. One is the con-
struction of finite-state approximations for each of the com-
ponent behaviors (methods). In the case of our prototype
system we have adopted the following restrictions: all data
has a finite range; the event alphabet and the set of compo-
nents and bindings are fixed at runtime; there is a specified
limit on the size of the event queue and on the length of
event announcement history maintained by the dispatcher;
there is a limit on the size of invocation queues (pending
method invocations as a result of event delivery).

A second problem is the construction of the run-time
apparatus that glues the components together, mediating
their interaction via event announcements. This involves
developing state machines that maintain pending event
queues, enforce dispatch regimes (correctly modeling non-
deterministic aspects of the dispatch), and providing shared
variable access. In principle, this part of the modeling
process could be done afresh for each system using brute
force. Unfortunately modeling pub-sub systems involves a
fair amount of state machinery, and is not trivial to get right.
Moreover, once built, it is hard to experiment with alterna-
tive run time mechanisms. For example, one might want to
investigate the consequences of using a dispatcher in which
events could be lost, or one in which causal ordering for
events is guaranteed.

In our research we have factored out this second effort,
by providing reusable run-time model checkable infrastruc-
ture for the run-time mediation. To account for variabil-
ity in the dispatch mechanisms we provide pluggable state
modules that allow a modeler to choose from one of several
possible run-time models.

Figure 1 illustrates the resulting model structure. The
user provides a specification of (a) the component methods
(as state machines), (b) an optional set of shared variables,
(c) the list of events, (d) the event-method bindings, (e) a
model of the environment (or a specification of its behav-
ior), and (f) a set of properties to check. In addition, the user
picks the specific dispatch policy (from the options listed in
Figure 2), and the concurrency (or synchronization) model
(from the options also listed in Figure 2). Using a model
generation tool that we built, these parts are then translated
into a set of interacting state machine descriptions and prop-
erties that are checked using a commercial model checker.1

In the remaining sections we detail the design of each of
these parts and provide examples of their use.

4 The Run-Time State Model

In our approach the run-time infrastructure supporting
pub-sub communication has two parts: (a) the mechanisms

1We use the Cadence SMV model checker [13].

Delivery
Policy Dispatcher

Interface Interface

Component N

Environment (external event source)

Event announcement

Event delivery

Data exchange

Shared state

...Component 1

Figure 1. Structure of an pub-sub System
Model

Delivery Policies:
Asynchronous:immediate return from announcement

Immediate:immediate invocation of destination
Delayed:accumulate events before announcement

Synchronous:no return until event completely processed

Synchronization Options:
Separate threads of control:

Single thread per component
Multiple threads per component

Concurrent invocation of different methods
Concurrent invocation of any method

Single thread of control

Figure 2. Delivery Policies and Synchroniza-
tion Options
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that interact with the components of the system to handle
event announcement, event buffering, and method invoca-
tion; and (b) the mechanisms that implement event dispatch
and event delivery policy.

In more detail, the first part must provide state machine
structures that faithfully model:

• Event announcements by the system components.
• Storage of event announcements by the run-time in-

frastructure in preparation for dispatch.
• Event delivery to the system components, after the dis-

patch mechanism has selected the event(s) for dispatch
(described below).

• Invocation of the methods bound to the delivered
events.

• Invocation acknowledgement, which indicates that a
method has completed its execution.

Our state model generation method implements this
communication in terms of the following shared state vari-
ables (see also Figure 3):

• Event announcement: each component announcing
a particular event indicates the announcement via a
binary announcement indicatorand a set of corre-
spondingannouncement attributessuch as arguments,
priority, etc. For example, ifAnnounce_EventA
has one argument that can assume values 1 or 2,
and ComponentB can announce this event, then
ComponentB announces the event by writing to two
shared variables: the ‘on/off’ flagEventA and a
{1, 2}-valued variableEventA_Arg .

• Announcement acceptance: for each event type,
there is a binary-valuedannouncement signal
for each possible combination of the event’s at-
tributes, such as argument values, source compo-
nent, priority, etc. For example, a set of binary
announcement signals forEventA , as above,
would be Announce_EvtA_1_ModuleB , and
Announce_EvtA_2_ModuleB (assuming that the
event’s argument is the only attribute of interest).
An adapter mechanism (theannouncement adapter
in Figure 3) is used to assign values to these four
flags based on corresponding announcement indi-
cator and announcement attribute values written by
ComponentB . The announcement signals for each
event/attribute combination are then fed directly
into the pending event accounting mechanism in the
dispatcher (see below).

• Event delivery: implementation of eventdelivery sig-
nalsis similar to event announcement. To continue the
previous example, the set of delivery signal flags gen-
erated forEventA might beDelvr_EventA_1 and
Delvr_EventA_2 .

Dispatcher Policy module
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Announce_EventA_1_ModuleB: (on, off)
Announce_EventA_2_ModuleB: (on, off)

Delivery signals:
Delvr_EventA_1: (on, off)
Delvr_EventA_2: (on, off)

Invocation signals:
Delvr_EventA: (on, off)
EventA_Arg: (1,2)

Invocatin signals:
Invoke_D: (on, off)
Invoke_D_Arg: (1,2)

Pluggable infrastructure module

System component

Helper module

Announcement
Adapter

Shared variables that
implement communication

Delivery adapter

Invocation queue

ComponentB

ComponentE

EventA_Arg: (1,2)

Figure 3. Event Dispatch Structures
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• Method invocation: method invocation is imple-
mented via binaryinvocation signalsand (option-
ally) invocation argumentsderived from event argu-
ments. If EventA is bound to methodMethodD
in ComponentE , and MethodD takes one argu-
ment, then the corresponding generated state vari-
ables will be a binary flagInvoke_D and a{1, 2}-
valued argument variableInvoke_D_Arg . There
is a translation mechanism (adelivery adapter)
that sets up the correspondence between event de-
livery notification and method invocation variables
(i.e., makes sure thatInvoke_D is ‘on’ whenever
either Delvr_EventA_1 or Delvr_EventA_2
is ‘on’, and assigns the appropriate value to
Invoke_D_Arg ).

• Invocation acknowledgment: this is implemented sim-
ply by shared binary state variables that are written by
component methods and read by invocation queues de-
scribed above.

The second aspect of the run-time infrastructure is the
dispatcher/delivery policy pair that is positioned between
event announcement acceptance and event delivery notifi-
cation (see Figure 3). This portion of the infrastructure is
responsible for immediate announcement acceptance and
does not keep track of whether the event delivery notifi-
cation has been properly processed (the invocation queues
take care of that).

The dispatcher state machine performs the role of read-
ing the announcement signals, immediately updating the
data structure that reflects the set of pending events (the ac-
tive events history), and assigning delivery signals as di-
rected by the delivery policy. The delivery policy exe-
cutes by continuously reading the pending event informa-
tion from the dispatcher and generating another data struc-
ture (the delivery directive) that marks events to be delivered
during a particular cycle.

The data structures maintained and shared by dispatcher
and delivery policy may vary in complexity, depending on
how much information about the set of pending events is re-
quired by the delivery policy. The most general mechanism
maintains all of the attributes of pending events and also
keeps track of the temporal announcement information for
each event. We have found that this mechanism is most eas-
ily modeled with the aid of distinct announcement signals
as described above.

The modularization and separation of delivery and syn-
chronization models make it easy to substitute different dis-
patchers and delivery policies to examine their effects on
the system behavior without changing any other portions
of the state model; in many cases interesting behavior can
be explored by replacing just those modules. For example,
one might investigate the effects of moving from a single
address space implementation using synchronous delivery

and a single thread of control, to a distributed version of the
system by changing the delivery policy to asynchronous,
and allowing each component to be a separate thread.

5 Example

To illustrate the approach we use a simple example, in-
troduced in [16] and elaborated in [7]. The target system in-
cludes two components: a set and a counter. Elements may
be added to or removed from the set. The counter may be
incremented or decremented. Elements are added/removed
from the set upon the receipt of insert(v) or delete(v) events
from the environment; when the insertion or deletion is suc-
cessful (insertion fails if element is in the set already; dele-
tion fails if element is not in the set), the set announces up-
date(ins) or update(del) events which are dispatched to in-
voke corresponding increment and decrement events in the
counter. The goal is to determine if the system preserves the
“invariant” that the counter is equal to the size of the set.

Figure 4 shows the state model structure and the shared
state variables used for communication. Note that in this
case no announcement/delivery adapters are required for
Delete and Insert events because they have no arguments
and can simply be represented by single binary signals.
An appendix to this paper contains additional details of the
SMV model, and in particular shows two different delivery
policies.

To check the model for properties of interest we use a
model checker. In the case of Cadence SMV we can exploit
a feature that allows us to assert certain properties of the
model, and then use those assumptions in verifying other
properties. For example, to avoid buffer overflow in the fi-
nite event queues, we assert that the environment will not
generate an overflow. We also assert that the environment
will eventually stop, in order to verify that even though
Counter may get out of sync with the Set contents, it will
eventually catch up).2

ConsiderateEnvironment :
assert

(G (˜disp.evtBuffOverflow &
˜updateInvQueue.error));

StoppingEnvironment :
assert(G F (G ˜announceUpdt));

The fact that the environment does eventually stop is
used to verify that the counter indeed eventually catches up
with the set contents:

CounterCatchesUp :

2In this example, properties are expressed in the logical notation of
CTL, using “F” to represent “eventually,” “G” to represent “globally,” and
tilda to represent “not.”
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assert(G F
(set.setSize = counter.count));

using StoppingEnvironment,
ConsiderateEnvironment prove
CounterCatchesUp;

Other interesting properties of the model are obtained
via counter examples. For example the following prop-
erty demonstrates that the counter can actually be negative.
(This can happen if, by the whim of the delivery policy, in-
sert events headed for the counter are held up while delete
events are allowed through for a number of cycles.)

CounterNeverNegative :
assert(G (˜counter.count = -1));

The generated SMV code is about 184 lines (ex-
cluding comments). Of this, 147 lines (about 80%) is
automatically-generated run-time structure, produced by
our tool. While this percentage would go down for larger
examples, nonetheless it represents a significant reduction
in modeling effort, and one that is non-trivial to get right.

6 A More Interesting Example

To investigate the applicability of the approach to more
realistic situations, we applied it to the problem of reason-
ing about dynamic resource allocation for tasks in a mobile
computing environment.

The system in question contains components of three
types: resources, tasks, and schedulers. Task compo-
nents represent units of meaningful computation for mo-
bile device users, such as voice call, ftp download, and
mp3 play. Resource components represent assignable sys-
tem resources, such as battery, CPU, memory, and network
bandwidth. They are targets for competition between task
components. Scheduler components lie between these two
groups and arbitrate competition between tasks for available
resources.

Communication between components uses publish-
subscribe. As illustrated in Figure 5, task components are
triggered by environment events requesting their execution.
These tasks then announce resource request events, and wait
for either grant or reject events. At the same time, resource
components announce their resource levels and prices. Re-
sources can also receive events notifying them that some of
their capacity has been consumed or replenished. Scheduler
components mediate resource assignment, listening for re-
source requests and resource status, then making decisions
about which tasks are to be granted which resources, and
how much they are granted.

The primary goal of the modeling exercise was to verify
that the loosely coupled behavior of publish-subscribe was
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Figure 5. Mobile Resource Allocation System

consistent with the need for a scheduler to be able to accu-
rately assign resources. To test this we initially restricted
the system to use a single resource, a single task, and a
single scheduler. We also abstracted away the application-
specific behavior of the tasks, modeling their behavior sim-
ply in terms of units of work yet to be accomplished. A
representative sample of the kinds of properties that can be
checked include:

1. When started, a task component will eventually finish
its work.
assert(G ((TASK.Work > 0)

-> F (TASK.Work = 0)));

2. The scheduler will always eventually have an accurate
representation of resource levels.
assert(G F (RESOURCE.Level =

SCHEDULER.Level));

3. The scheduler must be able to know when resources
are exhausted.
assert(G((RESOURCE.Level = 0) ->

F (SCHEDULER.Level = 0)));

As a result of verification, the second property turned out
to be false. Because there is no assumption of a stopping
environment, similar to the one used in set-counter exam-
ple, it is possible for the level of a resource component to
continuously change in response to incoming consume and
restore events, leading to a situation in which the scheduler
will never catch up with resource components. The first and
third properties proved to hold.
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7 Discussion and Future Work

We have outlined an approach to model checking pub-
sub systems that factors out and parameterizes the run-time
mechanisms that support component integration. We then
illustrated the idea for two examples, showing how interest-
ing properties could be checked, and the fact that the tool
automatically generates a significant body of model check-
ing code.

The more general idea behind the approach is to exploit
regularities and known variabilities in architectural struc-
ture so that common checking infrastructure can be built
once and then used by anyone designing systems in the
corresponding architectural style. Not only does this ap-
proach reduce the cost of building the models to be checked,
but it greatly simplifies the technology since the modeler
need only worry about the application-specific aspects of
the problem (in this case, the behavior of the components).
Naturally, a similar approach could be applied to other ar-
chitectural styles, with similar gains in cost reduction and
ease of use — promising avenue for future research.

One of the drawbacks to such an approach is that because
the models are generic and machine-generated, they may
be less efficient than hand-crafted models. By “efficient,”
we mean that they can be represented by a more compact
state representation. In some cases, given today’s model
checking technology, this may be the difference between a
tractable and intractable model. Understanding when such
fine-tuning and extra effort is required represents another
important area of future work.

Additionally, the approach is partially hampered by the
need to use temporal logic to represent properties of inter-
est, in many cases requiring the modeler to have a detailed
understanding of the generated structures in order to specify
those properties. An attractive avenue of research would be
to develop a set of common pub-sub specific properties that
could be easily specified and automatically checked. We are
currently working on this, using an extension of the Bandera
Specification Language [6].
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Appendix: Set-counter Details

In the Set-and-Counter model, information about pend-
ing events is kept in the SMV data structure shown in Fig-
ure 6. Note that the events announced in the system are (a)
update with an ‘insert’ or ‘delete’ argument, (b) insert, and
(c) delete.

The dispatcher module (not shown here) maintains the
above event counts by correctly updating them during ev-
ery execution cycle. The dispatcher also receives directives
from the delivery policy and generates delivery signals.

Figure 7 shows an example of a simple delivery policy
that instructs the dispatcher to deliver all events immedi-
ately. With this delivery policy, the Counter component al-
ways remains in sync with the Set. (In fact, the counterN-
everNegative property described before is true.)

/****************************************/
/* ActiveEventsHistory holds information*/
/* about pending events. For each event */
/* count number of steps ago that it was*/
/* announced, and if events of this kind*/
/* are still pending. */
/****************************************/
typedef ActiveEventsHistory struct {

Update_Ins_Pending: boolean;
Update_Ins_Recent: array 1..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1

of boolean;
Update_Ins_Oldest: 0..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1;
Update_Del_Pending: boolean;
Update_Del_Recent: array 1..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1

of boolean;
Update_Del_Oldest: 0..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1;
Insert_Pending: boolean;
Insert_Recent: array 1..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1

of boolean;
Insert_Oldest: 0..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1;
Delete_Pending: 0..boolean;
Delete_Recent: array 1..EVENT_Q_SIZE+1

of boolean;
Delete_Oldest: 0..EVENT_Q_SIZE + 1;

}

Figure 6. Pending Events

A more interesting delivery policy, while making use
of the same communication infrastructure, may decide to
randomly delay the events as long as the event buffers do
not overflow. This is shown in Figure 8. With this deliv-
ery policy, the counterNeverNegative property is false and
model checker generates a counterexample illustrating how
the Counter may get out of sync with the Set.
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module EventDeliveryPolicy(activeEvents, delivery)
{

input activeEvents : ActiveEventsHistory;
output delivery : EventsDeliveryDirective;

/* Simple policy: just deliver events as they arrive */
delivery.Deliver_Update_Ins := activeEvents.Update_Ins_Pending;
delivery.Deliver_Update_Del := activeEvents.Update_Pending;
delivery.Deliver_Insert := activeEvents.Insert_Pending;
delivery.Deliver_Delete := activeEvents.Delete_Pending;

}

Figure 7. Event Delivery Policy 1

module EventDeliveryPolicy(activeEvents, delivery)
{

input activeEvents : ActiveEventsHistory;
output delivery : EventsDeliveryDirective;
/* Deliver events with random delays, as long as events are not

delayed forever */
/* If no pending events, or pending events are old ==>> -1

(i.e., deliver oldest pending event if any)
Else randomly decide to deliver oldest pending event (if any)
or stall delivery */

delivery.Deliver_Update_Ins :=
(activeEvents.Update_Ins_Oldest = 0 |

activeEvents.Update_Ins_Oldest = EVENT_Q_SIZE + 1
? -1 : { 0, -1 });

delivery.Deliver_Update_Del :=
(activeEvents.Update_Del_Oldest = 0 |

activeEvents.Update_Del_Oldest = EVENT_Q_SIZE + 1
? -1 : { 0, -1 });

delivery.Deliver_Insert :=
(activeEvents.Insert_Oldest = 0 |

activeEvents.Insert_Oldest = EVENT_Q_SIZE + 1
? -1 : { 0, -1 });

delivery.Deliver_Delete :=
(activeEvents.Delete_Oldest = 0 |

activeEvents.Delete_Oldest = EVENT_Q_SIZE + 1
? -1 : { 0, -1 });

}

Figure 8. Event Delivery Policy 2
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